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GWII Mix ‘n Mingle – a fun afternoon of bowling
Gauteng Women In Insurance (GWII) rallied up the ladies for a Mix ‘n Mingle fun filled
afternoon of bowls, sponsored by iTOO, at the Killarney Country Club on 13 September. On

arrival, the ladies were treated to refreshing welcome drinks and a scrumptious light lunch,
followed by a quick lesson in bowls. Feeling empowered with what the coaches had said, it
was off to the greens where all the hard work started... Read more

GWII CPD session inspires women to lead
Gauteng Women in Insurance (GWII) welcomed
members to a Continuing Professional Development
(CPD) session, proudly sponsored by Discovery Insure,
on 12 September. With the theme of ‘creating, inspiring
and leading’, the session saw keynote speakers inspire
women to... Read more

Through the eyes of three generations
FAnews sought after the experiences of women in the
insurance industry, through the eyes of three generations; a
Baby Boomer, Generation X and Millennial. They gave us
insight into the challenges and opportunities they currently
face as women in the insurance industry, in their different
generational categories and... Read more

Health screening tests for women: What and when
If prevention is better than cure, why do we often
procrastinate about going for health screening tests?
Taking preventive health measures is relevant in every
decade, but the risks increase with age. From our twenties
into our sixties, here is a list of recommended health
screenings for women... Read more

Delphine Maïdou finds her career purpose
Delphine Traoré Maïdou, Regional COO with Allianz Africa,
talks about how she filters the distractions in her hectic
work, education and family life and listens to those who
believed in her... Read more

Five attributes of successful women leaders
Whether they are CEOs, scientists, entrepreneurs or
venture capitalists, successful women often share a few

key characteristics that are worth taking note of.
Communication is a foundational leadership skill,
networking, negotiating and collaboration... Read more

Legal talk: Domestic violence
Domestic violence is where a person (“complainant”) is
being harmed by another person (“respondent”) while they
are in a domestic relationship. What will be considered to be
domestic violence? What remedies are available to a
complainant? Who can apply for a protection order?... Read
more
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